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Octet hyperon charge radii are calculated in a chiral constituent quark model including electromagnetic
exchange currents between quarks. In the impulse approximation one observes a decrease of the hyperon
charge radii with increasing strangeness. This effect is reduced by exchange currents. Due to exchange cur-
rents, the charge radius of the negatively charged hyperons is close to the proton charge radius.
@S0556-2813~98!01512-X#
PACS number~s!: 14.20.Jn, 13.40.Gp, 12.39.2x, 11.30.RdWith the advent of new facilities, charge radii of some
hyperons are now under experimental investigation @1#. Dif-
ferent models of the nucleon @2–4# show that the negative
mean square charge radius of the neutron rn
25
20.113(3) fm2 @5# is due to nonvalence quark degrees of
freedom in the nucleon. On the other hand, the rms charge
radius of the proton rp50.862(12) fm @6# is largely deter-
mined by the constituent quark core and the charge radius of
the constituent quarks. The concept of two-body currents as
advocated, for example, in Ref. @2# describes this situation
precisely. Exchange currents allow us to relate rn
2
, the quad-
rupole moment of the D resonance, and the gN$D transi-
tion E2 moment to the D-nucleon mass splitting. The
SUF(3) flavor extension of this concept has been given in
Ref. @7# and has been applied to the magnetic moments and
the magnetic radii of all octet baryons with success. Re-
cently, the effect of two-body currents has been studied for
the radiative hyperon decays @8#, where they are found to be
crucial for the E2/M1 ratios.
The purpose of this paper is to explore how exchange
currents affect the charge radii of the octet hyperons. The
one-body ~impulse approximation! and the two-body cur-
rents are sensitive to SUF(3) flavor symmetry breaking and
strangeness suppression. The comparison of our model pre-
dictions and data may reveal the relevant two-body interac-
tions and currents that should be included in an effective
description of low-energy QCD. Charge radii have been
studied, for example, in @9# by relating the strong interaction
radii and electromagnetic radii, in relativized quark models
@10,11#, the semibosonized SU~3! Nambu–Jona-Lasinio
~NJL! model @12#, or three-flavor extended Skyrme models
@13–15#.
As a consequence of the spontaneously broken chiral
symmetry of low-energy QCD, constituent quarks emerge as
the relevant quasiparticle degrees of freedom in hadron phys-
ics. The pseudoscalar ~PS! meson octet represents the corre-
sponding Goldstone bosons. A Hamiltonian that models this
phenomenon is given for three quark flavors by
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@Vconf~ri ,rj!1VPS~ri ,rj!1VOGE~ri ,rj!# . ~1!
For simplicity, we use a quadratic confinement potential
Vconf. The radial form of the confinement potential is, ac-
cording to our experience, not crucial for the discussion of
hadronic ground state properties. We will discuss the sensi-
tivity of our results on different types of confinement inter-
actions, e.g., linear confinement, elsewhere. The residual in-
teractions comprise one-gluon exchange VOGE in the
common Fermi-Breit form without retardation corrections
@16# and chiral interactions VPS due to the octet of PS mesons
(p ,K ,h) coupling to constituent quarks ~furthermore, the s
meson is included as the chiral partner of the pion, while
heavier scalar partners of the kaon and h are neglected!.
We use spherical (0s)3 oscillator states with explicit fla-
vor symmetry breaking (msÞmd5mu) and SUSF(6) spin-
flavor states for the baryon wave functions. For the constitu-
ent quark masses we use mu5mN/35313 MeV and mu /ms
50.55. The effective quark-gluon coupling, the confinement
strength, and the wave function oscillator parameter are de-
termined from the baryon masses. A good description for the
octet and decuplet ground state hyperons has been obtained.
The Hamiltonian ~1!, as well as the wave function basis and
the parameter fitting to the hyperon masses, is described in
Refs. @7,8#.
Constituent quarks are obtained through the dressing of
current quarks by their strong interactions. For an electro-
magnetic probe they appear as extended objects ~see, for
example, Ref. @17# for further discussions!. The quark cur-
rents are screened by quark-antiquark polarization effects.
This cloud of the constituent quark is dominated by qq¯ pairs
with pseudoscalar meson quantum numbers as sketched in
Fig. 1, leading to the vector meson dominance picture. In our
model the electromagnetic size of the constituent quark is
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PRC 58 3667EXCHANGE CURRENTS IN OCTET HYPERON CHARGE RADIIGuided by vector meson dominance, we choose an electro-
magnetic constituent quark size of rgq
2 5(0.6 fm)2.6/mr2 ,
independent of quark flavor for simplicity.
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where the electromagnetic one-body and two-body charge
densities r(q)5( i r iimp(q)1( i, j r i , jexc(q) corresponding to
the Hamiltonian ~1! are constructed by a nonrelativistic re-
duction of the Feynman diagrams @2,8# shown in Fig. 2. The
form factor ~2! multiplies the charge form factor ~3!.








~and are normalized to the hyperon charge where necessary!.
The various one- (r imp2 ) and two-body (rexc2 ) contributions to
the charge radii are given in Table I.
The neutron charge radius is well described by gluon and
pseudoscalar meson exchange currents. This result is inde-
pendent of the constituent quark size and the Hamiltonian
FIG. 1. Pion loop contribution to the electromagnetic form fac-
tors of the constituent quark. Vector meson dominance relates the
finite electromagnetic size of the constituent quark to the vector
meson mass rgq
2 .6/mr2 .parameters, but is strongly sensitive to the harmonic oscilla-
tor parameter @2#, fixing it to b50.61 fm used in our calcu-
lation. For the proton charge radius, we find rp50.807 fm
with rgq
2 50.36 fm2. Leaving other parameters fixed, we ob-
tain for rgq
2 50.42 fm2 a charge radius of rp50.848 fm ~giv-
ing good proton and neutron magnetic radii! and for rgq
2
50.49 fm2 we obtain rp50.889 fm. Recently, the experi-
mental proton charge radius has been under scrutiny. While
an atomic physics experiment suggests a value of 0.890~14!
fm @18#, the experimental value from elastic ep scattering is
0.862~12! fm @6#. A dispersion relation analysis @19# gives a
smaller value of rp50.847(9) fm.
Our results for the proton and neutron charge radii, the
agreement with other models @3,4# concerning the dynamical
origin of the negative neutron charge radius, and our results
for the octet baryon magnetic moments @7# give us confi-
dence to extend the calculation of exchange current effects in
charge radii to the entire baryon octet. In the following we
discuss our results for all octet hyperon charge radii relative
to the proton and neutron charge radii.
In the impulse approximation, SUF(3) symmetry break-
ing, i.e., the fact that mu /ms50.55– 0.6 as suggested by oc-
tet magnetic moments @7#, leads to a reduction of the charge
radii with increasing strangeness content of the hyperon; as a
consequence the proton, S2, and J2 have successively
smaller charge radii. This strangeness suppression almost
disappears when exchange currents are included. As can be
seen from Table I, the effect is largely due to the SUF(3)
FIG. 2. ~a! Impulse approximation, ~b! PS-meson pair current
(p ,K ,h), ~c! gluon-pair current, and ~d! scalar exchange currents
~confinement and s exchange!. The black dot at the photon-quark
vertex refers to the constituent quark dressing.TABLE I. Mean square charge radii of octet baryons. The second column contains the impulse approxi-
mation result r imp
2





, s exchange currents rs
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. The total hyperon charge radii r tot
2 are given in the penultimate column. All quantities are given
in fm2, except for the last column, which is given in fm. Until now, only the charge radii of proton and













2 Aur tot2 u
p 0.736 0.123 20.196 0.046 20.057 0 0 0.651 0.807
S2 0.691 0.054 20.107 0.033 20.006 20.017 20.005 0.643 0.802
J2 0.633 0.001 20.047 0.022 0 20.017 20.005 0.587 0.766
S1 0.861 0.118 20.170 0.045 20.013 20.009 20.007 0.825 0.909
n 0 20.082 0 0 20.038 0 0.003 20.117 0.342
L$S0 0 0.057 0 0 0 0.005 0.004 0.066 0.257
S0 0.085 0.032 20.034 0.006 20.003 0.004 20.001 0.089 0.296
L 0.085 20.014 20.034 0.006 20.028 0.003 0.001 0.019 0.131
J0 0.169 20.034 20.039 0.008 0 20.009 20.005 0.091 0.302
3668 PRC 58GEORG WAGNER, A. J. BUCHMANN, AND AMAND FAESSLERTABLE II. Comparison of our results with other works. The relativistic quark model ~RQM! of @10# uses
a logarithmic confinement. Relativized constituent quark model ~RCQM! results from @11# and results from
the semibosonized SU~3! NJL model @12# are shown together with Skyrme model calculations, which use the




2 RQMa RCQMb NJLc Skyrmed Skyrmee Skyrmef
p 0.736 0.651 0.664 0.78 0.775 0.75 0.52
S2 0.691 0.643 0.570 0.75 0.751 0.88 0.52
J2 0.633 0.587 0.475 0.72 0.261 0.48 0.47
S1 0.861 0.825 0.753 0.79 0.964 1.08 0.442
n 0 20.117 0 20.081 20.09 20.308 20.28 20.057
L$S0 0 0.066
S0 0.085 0.089 0.091 0.083 0.02 0.107 0.10 20.036
L 0.085 0.019 0.091 0.120 20.04 0.107 0.10 20.031
J0 0.169 0.091 0.190 20.06 0.221 0.41 0.00
aReference @10#. dReference @13#.
bReference @11#. eReference @14#.
cReference @12#. fReference @15#.symmetry breaking in the pseudoscalar meson exchange cur-
rents. A relatively strong reduction of the proton charge ra-
dius by the pion cloud occurs, whereas the corresponding
decrease in the S2 ~or J2! is mainly due to the kaon cloud,
which is a factor of 3 smaller in magnitude due to the larger
kaon mass. Overall, the pseudoscalar mesons reduce the
charge radii of p , S2, and J2 by 20.057 fm2, 20.029 fm2,
and 20.022 fm2, respectively. Due to the pseudoscalar me-
son cloud in the hyperons, the charge radius of the S2 ~or
J2! turns out to be almost as large as the proton charge
radius. The gluon and scalar exchange current contributions,
which when considered separately show strong strangeness
suppression, are in their sum with 20.027 fm2, 20.020 fm2,
and 20.024 fm2 for p , S2, and J2 almost constant. It is
important to note that for the hyperons the contributions of
the kaon or h are of the same magnitude as the pion ex-
change currents. The spin-flavor matrix element of the pion
pair charge operator for the S2 is 9 times smaller than for
the proton.
In the impulse approximation as well as after inclusion of
exchange currents the S1 charge radius is significantly
larger than the proton mean square charge radius. This is in
line with the intuitive picture that the probability of finding
the heavier strange quark is larger at the center of the hy-
peron, whereas the probability distribution of the lighter u
quarks extends to larger distances. On the other hand, the
constituent quark model overpredicts the S1 magnetic mo-
ment @7# and doubts about the S1 wave function in quark
models @20# make the situation unclear. In the SUF(3) limit,
the wave functions and radii of the S1 and the proton would
be identical.
In most cases exchange current contributions reduce the
charge radii as compared to the impulse approximation. At
first sight this seems to be counterintuitive because one ex-
pects the PS meson cloud to increase the charge radius.
However, closer inspection shows that the reduction is physi-
cally plausible. First, in the impulse approximation the pro-
ton charge form factor drops off too fast compared to the
dipole fit at moderate momentum transfers of q2;3 fm22.
After inclusion of the lowest-order relativistic corrections in
the charge density operator ~due to exchange currents! thecharge form factor compares more favorably with the empiri-
cal dipole fit even up to larger momentum transfers (q2
;10 fm22). The slower decrease of the form factor when
exchange currents are included is manifest at q250 in the
smaller charge radius of the proton. The same result is ob-
tained for almost all octet hyperon radii. Second, one has to
keep in mind that a part of the cloud effects are already
included in the impulse approximation, where our modeling
of the constituent quark dressing through Eq. ~2! contributes
rgq
2 50.36 fm2 for charged hyperons.
Third, the spin S50 quark pairs in the hyperons lead to
smaller charge distributions. As we mentioned before, the
negative neutron charge radius is due to the spin-dependent
exchange currents between quarks, giving negative contribu-
tions for all S50 quark pairs in the nucleon. The same effect
holds true for all octet hyperons. For all decuplet hyperons,
in which two quark spins are coupled to S51, the net effect
of exchange currents is to increase the charge radii obtained
in impulse approximation ~except for the D0, for which the
charge form factor is 0 even after inclusion of exchange cur-
rents, due to isospin symmetry!. Decuplet-octet splittings in
the electromagnetic radii occur through the spin carrying ex-
change current degrees of freedom in the hyperons. This is
closely related to the decuplet-octet mass splittings caused
by the spin-dependent potentials.
In our model, the neutron is the only baryon with a nega-
tive mean square charge radius, while L and J0 have a
negative square charge radius only in the SUF(3) limit. In
that limit impulse contributions vanish and the charge radius
of J0 would be identical to the neutron charge radius. After
symmetry breaking, the impulse approximation radii for S0,
L, and J0 are nonzero and positive. The exchange current
contributions to the L and J0 charge radii are negative and
drastically reduce the SUF(3) symmetry breaking of the im-
pulse approximation. The confinement exchange current con-
tributions to the neutral hyperon radii are rather large despite
the fact that they are only due to SUF(3) symmetry breaking.
In comparison with other works, the orderings of the
charge radii in Ref. @12# agree with our result, as can be seen
PRC 58 3669EXCHANGE CURRENTS IN OCTET HYPERON CHARGE RADIIfrom Table II. However, they suggest a negative mean
square charge radius of L and J0. The J0 radius is positive
in most models despite being negative ~the same as the neu-
tron! in the SUF(3) limit. The strongest flavor symmetry
breaking is observed in @15#, while Ref. @12# exhibits only a
small effect. We confirm the observation of @11# that the
neutron and S0 charge radii are similar in their absolute val-
ues, as opposed to most models in Table II.
The cloud effects in our model are large for the L. The L
is interesting since various models obtain different signs for
its charge radius. We have seen that for the L, exchange
currents cancel the impulse approximation to a large extent.
The L charge radius appears therefore as a sensitive probe
for model treatments of meson cloud effects. Some models
observe ~almost! identical radii for S0 and L. In contrast to
this, the big difference between S0 and L in our model is
due to the spin-dependent two-body charge density operators
and is therefore of the same origin as the negative charge
radius of the neutron.
Our model, as well as two rather different model treat-
ments of SUF(3) symmetry breaking @12,15#, suggests a
small strangeness suppression of the J2 charge radii of less
than 10% as compared to the proton. However, this is not
true for other Skyrme model results @13,14#. Calculations
that neglect meson cloud effects @10# find rather largestrangeness suppression.
Summarizing, we have studied octet hyperon charge radii
within a chiral constituent quark model including two-body
exchange currents. For charged hyperons, exchange currents
decrease the impulse approximation radii by less than 10%.
This is consistent with our results for octet magnetic mo-
ments @7#, where cancellations among exchange currents
give rise to 10% modifications. SUF(3) symmetry breaking
effects as observed in impulse approximation are found to be
weakened by exchange currents for both charged and neutral
octet hyperons. The negatively charged hyperons have radii
comparable to the proton charge radius due to the pseudo-
scalar meson clouds surrounding the quark core. After
SUF(3) symmetry breaking the neutron is the only baryon
with negative mean square charge radius, while the L and
J0 radii are small and positive. Different model predictions
of hyperon charge radii vary considerably in their treatment
of SUF(3) symmetry breaking, in particular with respect to
the cloud effects. The forthcoming experimental results for
the hyperon charge radii will provide a test of the concepts
discussed in this paper and will discriminate between differ-
ent models.
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